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The processes determining the plasma surface" in teract ion in today's high

temperature plasma experiments are investigated fol lowing several l ines = First.,

in plasma devices, the par t ic le and energy fluxes to the d i f ferent f i r s t wall

areas and the fluxes from the walls back into the plasma are measured and the

boundary plasma parameters are determined. The surface composition and s t ruc-

ture of the wal ls, l im i te rs and divertor plates are analysed fol lowing exposure

to many discharges. Secondly, the d i f ferent surface processes which are

expected to contribute to the pi as me surface interact ion (par t i cu la r ly to hydro-

gen par t i c le balance and impurity introduct ion) are studied in simulation

experiments using well defined par t ic le beams.

The results of these di f ferent approaches can be combined to give a qua l i -

t a t i ve picture of plasma wall in teract ion processes in re la t i ve ly few areas. In

most cases, a consistent description of the plasma wall interact ion and i t s

inf luence on the plasma has not yet been achieved. A two dimensional theory

which is necessary fo r describing the boundary plasma is in an early stage of

development. There is only a l imited e f fo r t toward a quant i tat ive descript ion

of recycl ing and of the to ta l par t ic le balance. I t is not clear whether there
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w i l l be major sources for impurities other than sputtering. The c r i t e r i a for

the selection of wall materials are net yet established. For example, carbon

appears to work best in plasma experiments, but shows relat ively high erosion in

ion bombardment simulation studies.

A irtajor concern in using surface data measured from well defined ion beam

experiments to explain wall phenomena in fusion devices is related to the

quali ty of the simulation. In plasma experiments, the walls are bombarded by a

large variety of particles having a broad distr ibution in energy and in angle of

incidence. The effects of ihese different bomb/'-ding species do not aiways add

l inear ly .

Problems of nonlinear addit iv i ty of different actions have been discussed

for ages in theology, philosophy, and medicine. They are given the name

synergism from the greek word syn - ergos which means cooperation.1 This word

has also been adopted in fusion research to describe wall phenomena where the

crmbined effect of ir.-'cpendent processes is signif icant ly different from the

individual effects considered separate1y.z '3

Synergistic effects are expected to influence surface processes in several

areas,3 however, their contribution to surface effects in plasiv.a exoeriments

has not yet been explored in any de ta i l . Generally al l effects connected with

the thermal motion of the atoms of a solid such as diffusion in the bulk or at

the surface, evaporation and sublimation, and chemical reactions may be

increased or decreased due to simultaneous bombardment with energetic part ic les.

During bombardment at high temperature, free i n te rs t i t i a l s and vacancies are

produced generally increasing the di f fusion. Implanted gas atoms (H, D, T, He)

and impurities (0, C metals) change the surface layer composition. There are

further synergisms due to bombardment with ions of dif ferent energies and/or
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di f ferent atoms, and due to the simultaneous additional application of stresses

and magnetic f i e l d s .

Synergisms have been ident i f ied in a variety of plasma surface interact ion

phenomena including hydrogen par t ic le balance, impurity release, and nechani-

cal and electromagnetic stresses. In pa r t ' de balance, synergistic effects

occur during simultaneous hydrogen bombardment and bombardment with ether damage

producing ions such as He or impurity iors. ^ere additional trapping centers

are created which influence trapping, saturation concentrations, d i f fus ion and

surface recombination.

In impurity release, chemical or reactive sputtering has been found due to

the formation of vo la t i le hydrocarbons cur-'nc "'mpl antation of carbon with hydro-

gen atoms at high temperatures. Similar effects are found for oxygen bombard-

ment, of carbon or some metals where the ox'de sublimates at temperatures lower

than the bulk material . Large chemical erosion nas also been observed due to

simultaneous exposure of a graphite surface to atorrrc hydrogen and a damaging

ion f l ux . In addit ion, graph-'te shows en enr~rced s.;bl "nef'on et terperatures

»1OCO°C i f i t is simultaneously bombarded ry ererget-'c :3rt- 'c les. Or. the other

hand, chemical erosion of carbon with hydrogen atoms is considerably reduced by

simultaneous deposition of metal atoms.

Final ly mechanical stresses influence the surface topography and surface

clacking due to ion bombardment. Melted s-rface layers can be destabil ized by

magnetic f i e l d s . Synergistic processes in plasma surface interactions have been

reviewed in Ref. 3 and wi l l be discussed i n nore detai l in the contributions to

th is workshop.
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